BIBLE STUDY SERIES, Year C

Trinity Sunday- Proper 19 RCL 2022
Parish of the Good Shepherd, Waban
(These question sheets use brackets—[ ]—to mark verses that were included in the old Lectionary but are not
used in the Revised Common Lectionary. You will not hear them on Sunday, but they will add to your
understanding.)

Our Sunday readings follow a three-year cycle, constructed around the first three Gospels:
Matthew, Mark, Luke. (These are called the “Synoptic Gospels,” as if seen through a common
eye.) Each year we read more or less straight through one of these, with variations for special
seasons. (The Gospel of John, which transforms history into poetry, is used to heighten times of
extraordinary celebration, such as Christmas and Easter.) The new Lectionary year begins on I
Advent. This is Year C, and our Gospel is Luke.
The weekly reading from Hebrew Scripture (the “Old Testament”) during the post-Pentecost
season usually offers two options. The first respects the integrity of Hebrew Scripture by moving
through books sequentially; in Year C, it features Israel’s major prophets. The second option, the
one carried over from the previous Lectionary, uses passages chosen to echo or enhance some
theme in the Gospel reading, though sometimes it=s a challenge to guess what the editors had in
mind!
The “New Testament” reading usually comes from one of the Epistles, and like the Gospel
readings it tends to go straight through one book at a time. There is usually no deliberate
connection between its contents and the other readings, but it is startling how often they seem
made for each other anyway. In special seasons, selected passages from the Book of Acts or
Revelation may be used instead.
Trinity Sunday: June 12
For your information
This Sunday begins the long post-Pentecost season. Jesus is gone, and the disciples must
continue without him. Next week, we will go back to a much earlier point of the story and
follow Jesus and his disciples on the road. But today the readings prepare us for that
journey by af rming the foundation of our faith: the Holy Trinity.
Prov 8: 1-4, 22-31
Ps 8
or Canticle 2 or 13 (Apocrypha, Song of the Three Young Men, 29-34)
Rom 5: 1-5
John 16:12-15
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Proverbs 8: 1-4, 22-31 (and read vss. 5-21)

The Book of Proverbs comes from a time when it was thought that the Spirit had abandoned
Israel; the voices of the prophets were no longer heard. Instead, there were common-sense
appeals to doing those things that would make life tolerable and decent.
Questions
1. The voice here is that of the Lady Wisdom. How does she describe herself? What has been her
role in creation so far?
2. What elements of this address sound as if they might be Christ’s own voice? What elements
could represent the Holy Spirit? Is there anything in it that ts neither of these?
3. How might Wisdom be a good companion on the long road that we and the disciples follow
after Pentecost, the daily challenge of living faithfully without being sure where we’re going?
If you have time
—Read Chapter 7, the context for Lady Wisdom’s speech.
Romans 5: 1-5
For your information
Paul’s letter to the Romans was written to a congregation which he had not founded, or even met
face to face. It contains the full sweep of his understanding, at a time late in his life, and is
designed both for Gentiles who know little of Judaism and for Jews who wonder how they will
t into this new faith.
1. How does Paul account for our peace with God? Is this a peace you know personally?
2. What does Paul feel justi ed in boasting about? What exactly does he mean by boasting—
behavior which is not usually admired?
3. What is the progression that starts with suffering and ends with hope? Does it necessarily
happen that way, in your experience? Has it happened in your own life?
4. What is the role of God in this sequence? of Christ? of the Holy Spirit? Do only Christians
follow this development?
John 16: 12-15
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For your information
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For your information

This is another passage from near the end of Jesus' farewell address to his disciples. Again, the
Greek term "Paraclete" (NRSV: "Advocate") gives the Holy Spirit a quasi-legal role, intended to
"prove the world wrong...."
Questions
1. What do you think Jesus means when he tells the disciples that he still has many things to tell
them but can't, because "you cannot bear them now"?
2. According to vs. 12-15, what is the role of "the Spirit of truth" for the disciples? Does it match
your understanding of the Holy Spirit? What exactly do you think "truth" means here?
3. What does this passage have to do with the change of seasons noted above?
If you have time
--Read vs. 5-11. Why does Jesus claim it is to the disciples' advantage for him to leave? What
would they lose if he stayed? Can you apply this statement to your own experience with
charismatic people?
--In this same passage, what will the Advocate prove the world wrong about, and in what way?
Does the Holy Spirit still act in this way?
The post-Pentecost season
For your information
Technically, last Sunday--Trinity Sunday--was the first Sunday of the (post)-Pentecost
season. But it was also a highly dramatic, special sort of Sunday. So this is the week that we
set out on that long, wandering journey with Jesus and his disciples, when the big dramas
are still to come, and the disciples are trying to figure out what’s going on here. Jerusalem
is still far away; but every week something is added to the momentum which will
eventually, inexorably, take them there.
In this season, readings are tied to particular dates, so that if Easter comes late, several of
the Propers are not used.
The Lectionary provides a choice between two patterns for the Old Testament (Hebrew
Scripture) reading during the season after Pentecost, beginning with Proper 4. In one
pattern, the Old Testament and the Gospel readings are closely related each Sunday; in the
other, the central stories of the Old Testament are read in semi-continuous fashion
throughout the season, and the readings are not paired with the Sunday Gospel. Even so,
look for common themes.

SKIP TO PROPER 6
[Proper 1
Jeremiah 17: 5-10
Ps 1
I Corinthians 15: 12-20
Luke 6: 17-26
Jeremiah 17: 5-10
Questions
1. What is God’s promise to those who trust in him? What will become of those who don’t?
What images familiar to Palestine are used to underscore the point?
2. What is the nature of the human heart, that it must trust in the Lord instead of humankind?
Who alone can judge human beings, and why?
I Corinthians 15: 12-20
For your information
Corinth was at the crossroads of the Mediterranean, and so especially susceptible to all the winds
of religious doctrine. The story of the Resurrection, on which Paul’s teaching depended, was
constantly in question.
Questions
1. Do you think it is true that everything in “our proclamation” and “your faith” depends on the
truth of the Resurrection? Why, or why not? What does it have to do with those who have died,
and with those who are sinners?
2. In what sense is Christ the “ rst fruits”? Implicitly, who else will be “fruits”?
Luke 6: 17-26
Questions
1. Matthew’s version of this Sermon occurred on a mountain, to which Jesus had gone with his
disciples. How is this setting different? Does it make any signi cant difference?
2. In the Beatitudes, Matthew turns Luke’s direct statements into metaphors: “poor in spirit,”
“hunger and thirst for righteousness.” What difference does it make?
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3. Vss. 24-26 do not appear in Matthew’s version. What importance do you nd in them?

Proper 2
Genesis 45: 3-11, 15
Ps 37: 1-12, 41-42
I Corinthians 15: 35-38, 42-50
Luke 6: 27-38
Genesis 45: 3-11, 15
For your information
This passage gives us a glimpse of the Joseph story, at the moment when Joseph—now an
important of cial in Egypt—reveals himself to his brothers.
Questions
1. How does Joseph treat his brothers—who sold him into slavery many years before? What
behavior might they have expected instead? What does this show about him?
2. Why do you think this passage is assigned out of context at the start of the post-Pentecost
season?
I Corinthians 15: 35-38, 42-50
Questions
1. What is Paul’s analogy between a sown seed and the death of our body? How are they alike,
and how are they different? What do you think a “spiritual body” is?
2. What was the nature of the rst Adam? Who is the second Adam, and what is his nature?
Whose image do we bear?
3. This lesson has already been read this year, for Epiphany VII. It is very unusual to repeat a
lesson. Why do you think this choice was made? Only because one or both Sundays may be
eliminated by the vagaries of the calendar, or for some other reason? Do you think it’s essential
for both seasons?
Luke 6: 27-38
Questions
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1. What are the extraordinary demands made of Christians in vss. 27-36? Is this how Jesus
behaved? Is it possible to live this way, to do literally what these words ask?

2. What are the rewards of forgiveness? Of giving? Does it seem so to you, or is such behavior
seldom returned? Does it matter?
Proper 3
Sirach 27: 4-7
or Isaiah 55: 10-13
Ps 92: 1-4, 11-14
I Corinthians 15: 51-58
Luke 6: 39-49
Sirach 27: 4-7
Questions
1. What does this savvy writer see as the way to size up another person? Is he right?
Isaiah 55: 10-13
Questions
1. The above passage suggests a way of evaluating a person’s words. What is the nature of God’s
word? What is it like? What is its power? What does it mean, that it “shall not return to me
empty”? Do human words ever have similar power?
2. What promises does God make to Israel as a result of his word’s power?
I Corinthians 15: 51-58
Questions
1. What does Paul foresee “at the last trumpet”? What will become of our mortal bodies? Of
those who have already died?
2. What is the sting of death? the power of death? How do you understand this? How will Christ
overcome both?
3. Does this passage seem to be Paul’s own personal vision, or an inspired revelation of what
Christ’s Resurrection means for everybody? Is this how you understand what it means to die in
Christ? How does this image help us to live even in hard times?
Luke 6: 39-49
For your information

Like most of this sermon, this passage is a collection of sayings, probably from different times.
They are rich in hyperbole, as Jewish rhetoric often was.
Questions
1. Paraphrase each of these sayings. How would you apply it? Do you find a common thread
among them? How are they helpful as we start on the post-Pentecost road?
Proper 4
I Kings 18: 20-21 (22-29), 30-39
or I Kings 8: 22-23, 41-43
Ps 96
Galatians 1: 1-12
Luke 7: 1-10
I Kings 18: 20-21 (22-29), 30-39
For your information
The two books of Kings (originally one book) tell the stories of the kings of Israel after David,
with particular emphasis on how they kept God and the Temple at Israel's center, or (more often)
did not. We witness the gradual apostasy and erosion of Israel, with various prophets (especially
the greatest of these early ones, Elijah) calling the nation and its rulers to account.
King Ahab is one of a series of bad kings of Israel. He has married Jezebel, a follower of Baal.
The 450 prophets in this story are the prophets of Baal.
Questions
1. What is Elijah’s challenge to the people? What decision does he demand of them? In what way
are they “limping”? What is their response?
2. How does Elijah challenge the prophets of Baal? How does he make fun of them? What
becomes of their efforts?
3. How then does Elijah prove his own God’s superiority? What task does he perform? How does
he make it even more dif cult? How do the people respond? What happens to Baal’s prophets?
4. Does this sound like the God of Jesus Christ? Is there anything about this story that leads
directly from Elijah to Jesus?
I Kings 8: 22-23, [24-26] 41-43
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For your information

Solomon has built the Temple in Jerusalem to house the Ark of the Covenant and become Israel’s
center of worship.
Questions
1. How does Solomon address God? What promises does he recall and ask God to ful ll?
2. What favor does he ask from God for a foreigner who comes there to pray? Why?
3. Does Solomon sound to you like a worthy successor to his father David? How do they seem to
be alike, or different?
Galatians 1: 1-12
For your information
The church in Galatia was in crisis over the question of whether Gentiles had to become Jews
before becoming Christians. Paul believed his mission was to the Gentiles, and that both Jews
and Gentiles were included in the good news he bore.
“Gospel” means “good news.”
Questions
1. How does Paul present himself and his authority at the beginning?
2. How does he sum up the work of Jesus Christ for us? What is the good news in this, and how
might it apply to the present crisis? What is Paul’s tone, and his reason for certainty, in insisting
on his own position?
Luke 7: 1-10
For your information
A centurion was a Roman soldier with responsibility for one hundred men.
This story has a more complete ending in Mt 8: 5-13.
Questions
1. What reasons are given by the Jews that Jesus should attend to a centurion’s slave?
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2. What is the manner of the centurion with Jesus? Why had he not come himself to ask for help?
What do you learn about him from this? Why does Jesus marvel at his “faith”? What is the
signi cance of this encounter between Jesus and a centurion?]

Proper 5
I Kings 17: 8-16 (17-24)
Ps 30
Gal 1: 11-24
Luke 7: 11-17
I Kings 17: 8-16 (17-24)
For your information
This story begins the narrative of Elijah the Tishbite, who was expected to return before the
coming of the messiah. It takes place during the reign of Ahab, an evil king. Zarephath is in the
far north of Israel, beyond Ahab’s territory.
Widows were often isolated and dependent on the charity of others.
Questions
1. What is the condition of the widow when Elijah meets her? What is her manner with him? his
manner with her? What is his gift to her, and what does it signify?
2. How does the widow interpret her son’s death? Why? How does Elijah interpret it? Why?
What does he do about it? What have we learned about Elijah, and about God?
Gal 1: 11-24
For your information
Paul's practice was to found a church and then leave it in the hands of his assistants while he
went on to found others. Friends would bring him word of how those new churches were doing,
and he would write to encourage them or to set them straight when they seemed to be going
wrong. So we have a very immediate picture of Christianity in its earliest formative stages, long
before the rst Gospel was constructed, and also a lively picture of a conspicuously human saint.
Galatians is one of the earlier letters; and like the others, it would have been read aloud in many
other churches around the Mediterranean, for their edi cation.
Paul’s letter to the Galatians was written during his third missionary journey, perhaps about 55
CE. “Cephas” is the Aramaic name for Peter.
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Questions

1. What authority does Paul claim for the message he brings? What does he believe his special
call to be?
2. What are the details of his story as he recounts it? What was his history as a Jew? With
respect to Christians? How might that history qualify him for his special mission?
3. What relationship does he describe with Jesus’ apostles, and with the churches established by
them in Judea? What do they begin to say about him?
4. What does this lesson add to the beginning of the season after Pentecost?
Lk 7: 11-17
For your information
Nain was a small town in Galilee, southwest of Capernaum and the Sea of Galilee.
Burials were not permitted within the walls of a Jewish town.
Questions
1. Both Jesus and the widow are accompanied by “a large crowd.” What does this show us? How
does the crowd interpret Jesus’ actions?
2. What parallels do you see between this story and the one from I Kings? What differences?
What would be the effect of these strong similarities on a Jewish crowd?
____________________________
Proper 6: June12
I Kings 21: 1-10 (11-14) 15-21
Ps 32
Gal. 2: 15-21
Luke 7: 36-50
I Kings 21: 1-10 (11-14) 15-21
For your information
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Even as Saul became Israel’s rst king, on God’s orders, there was considerable uncertainty
about whether human kings might usurp the authority that should belong only to God. David was
“a man after God’s own heart,” but his son Solomon made some serious mistakes, and it got
worse and worse. This episode presents a vivid picture of the depths to which Israel’s kingship
has sunk. Jezebel is a Phoenician, not raised to honor the religious laws and customs of Israel.
This is the context for the prophet Elijah.

One’s ancestral inheritance was never to be given up for any reason. As king, Ahab would have
known the law on this point.
Questions
1. What do we learn about Ahab’s character from the details of this story? about Jezebel’s? Might
we hear any echoes of David’s lust for Bathsheba and his murder of Uriah (II Samuel , chs.11,
12) in this tale? Are there differences?
2. What does Ahab offer to Naboth for his land? Why does Naboth passionately refuse? How
does Ahab change the story in retelling it? What does this show?
3. How does Jezebel react? What is at stake for her?
4. What is Elijah’s role in convicting Ahab? What is to be the king’s fate?
Galatians 2: 11-21
For your information
"Cephas" is the Aramaic equivalent of "Peter." Here, in Paul's own words, is a vivid glimpse of a
con ict which was of critical importance to the shaping of the Church. The question was: Do you
have to be a proper Jew rst, in order to become a Christian? Circumcision was the mark of the
covenant prescribed by God for a Jewish male (Gen. 17:10). Meals were important ritual
occasions for Jews, and they were strictly prohibited from dining with "unclean" Gentiles. The
word "gospel" means "good news."
Questions
1. What has Peter done that enraged Paul? Why do you think Peter acted that way? Do you see
any connection with his behavior in earlier situations?
2. How does Paul describe his own reaction? How does it affect you to see two giants of the
Church in such a state? How might it have affected those around them?
3. What exactly seems to be at stake for Paul in this argument? What does he mean by "the
truth of the gospel"? How has Peter violated it? How do you understand the difference
between being justi ed by the law and being justi ed by faith--and how do these terms
apply in this case? What do you make of the line, "[T]hrough the law I died to the law, so
that I might live to God"? What does Paul mean in saying, "[I]f justi cation comes through
the law, then Christ died for nothing"--an enormous statement? Do you think he's right?
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4. In the Episcopal Church we sometimes observe "laws" about who may participate and who
may not--i.e., expecting that people be baptized before receiving communion, or in this diocese,
requiring permission from a bishop before divorced persons may be remarried in the Church. Do
these rules seem similar to the ones that Paul opposed, or is the principle different somehow?

If you have time
--Read the section called "Disciplinary Rubrics," on p. 409 of the BCP. Does it seem appropriate,
surprising, appalling, or what? Would Paul approve, or not? (Compare his comments in I Cor. 11:
27-34.)
Luke 7: 36-50
For your information
Now we are starting the long journey through Galilee that will lead us nearly up to Advent. The
Gospel lessons will be more or less in sequence, with a few gaps. As you read them, try to
consider the context: What comes before and after, and what difference does it make?
The Pharisees were a group of scholarly men, who treasured Hebrew Scripture and spent much
of their time studying and discussing it. They understood themselves to have a central role in
preserving the Jewish faith in a time of serious erosion and constant threat. The Gospel authors
sometimes make them seem to be bad guys, enemies of Jesus, but in fact they generally
welcomed very bright young men who could give them a good intellectual challenge, and many
of their questions--at least, early in his ministry--seem to have been asked in that spirit.
Sometimes, of course, the challenges got too basic to be comfortable, and then the tone changed.
Many of these came around the issue of who was "clean" and who was "unclean"--un t for the
company of godly people. See comments on the Galatians passage for the ritual importance of
meals, and who could be welcome guests at them.
Questions
1. What does it show about the Pharisee's attitude toward Jesus, that he is welcomed at a meal in
the Pharisee's home?
2. What is the signi cance of Jesus' welcoming the sinful woman? How does the Pharisee
respond to that, and to Jesus' comparison of the woman's behavior with that of the Pharisee?
3. What is the point of Jesus' parable? Have you had this experience? What exactly is he saying
about the source of one's ability to forgive? What is the signi cance of his assuring the woman of
forgiveness? How do his dinner companions react, and why?
4. Do you think that Jesus' behavior here is appropriate for a dinner guest? Would you behave
that way? Why or why not?]
Proper 7: June 19
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I Kings 19: 1-4 (5-7) 8-15
Ps 42 and 43

or Isaiah 65: 1-9
Ps 22: 18-27
Galatians 3: 23-29
Luke 8: 26-39
I Kings 19: 1-4 (5-7) 8-15
For your information
Elijah managed to get a certain amount of respect from King Ahab. By this time, he had
challenged all the prophets of Baal to a contest, won it, and killed them all. But Ahab’s wicked
queen Jezebel set out to destroy him. Surrounded by enemies, he ed.
In this story, he is in Beersheba, in southern Judea, Ahab’s territory.
Questions
1, What is Elijah’s state of mind when he goes into the wilderness? What familiar features of
wilderness journeys do you nd here?
2. How does this theophany (appearance of God) match, or differ from, other theophanies you
recall? What sort of God does this seem to be? Why? Why does God ask Elijah what he’s doing
there? Wouldn’t God know?
3. What does Elijah have to say to God? What seems to be his tone? Why does he say it all
twice?
4. What is the signi cance of God’s command to Elijah in v. 15?
5. What does this incident contribute to our Pentecost season?
Isaiah 65: 1-9
Questions
1. What is the image of God in vss. 1-2? Is this the way you understand God in relation to you?
2. In what ways do the people offend against God? Are these serious offenses in themselves, or
representative of something else?
3. What does God intend to do as a result of this behavior? Are these intended actions just,
harsh, merciful, or what? What do they show about God’s relationship with Israel? with us?
Galatians 3: 23-29
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For your information

This passage continues Paul's discussion of the law and its replacement by faith. The Greek word
"paidagogos," translated "disciplinarian" (NRSV) has a dimension of "babysitter"--a servant who
led a young boy to and from school.
The term "Greek" here means almost the same as "Gentile," i.e. non-Jew, because since
Alexander's conquests, virtually the whole Mediterranean world was dominated by Greek
culture. One was either a Jew or generically "other;" only Jews were heirs to God's covenant
made with Abraham.
The formula, "There is no longer Jew nor Greek..., etc." appears several times in Paul's letters,
and may be part of an early baptismal liturgy.
In Greek religion, an initiate often identi ed himself with a god by putting on the god's robes.
Questions
1. In what sense has the law been a "disciplinarian" for Jews up to now? Why is it no longer
necessary, according to Paul? Do you think that we still need some sort of "disciplinarian," and if
so, why? Do we have one?
2. What does Paul believe to be the result of baptism? What divisions break down? What might
this collapse of boundaries have meant to people of Paul's time? to us? In what sense(s) are we
"one in Christ Jesus"?
3. Who would have welcomed this claim about unity? Who would have been unnerved,
offended, or outraged by it? Why?
4. How does this picture match your own understanding of your baptism?
If you have time
--Compare Paul's attitude here ("neither male nor female") with that of I Cor. 14: 33b-36 (which
is authentically Pauline) and I Tim. 2: 11-12 (which is believed not to be). What difference do
you see? How would you explain it, if at all?
Luke 8: 26-39
For your information
Gerasa is Gentile territory, but Galilee is Jewish. The geography here is symbolic, not literal.
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Demons were believed to be numerous, hostile and destructive. Most people lived in fear of
them.

Living outside the city meant being deprived of one’s security and even one’s identity, as did
being unclothed.
The name “Legion” may hint at an allusion to Galilee’s occupation by Roman soldiers, 6,000 of
them to a legion, and a subtle suggestion of what would become of them.
Pigs were commonly used as sacri cial animals by Greeks and Romans, but were unclean to
Jews.
Questions
1. What is the man’s posture before Jesus? How does he address Jesus? Why are these details
signi cant?
2. What is Jesus’ manner toward the demons? Why does the man experience the exorcism as
“torment”? What is the demons’ plea to Jesus, and why does he comply?
3. What details demonstrate the man’s return to sanity and community? Why does Jesus send
him home?
Proper 8: June 26
II Kings 2: 1-2, 6-14
Ps 77: 1-2, 11-20
or I Kings 19: 15-16, 19-21
Ps 16
Galatians 5: 1, 13-25
Luke 9: 51-62
II Kings 2: 1-2, 6-14
For your information
According to God’s command, Elijah has put his mantle over Elisha, naming him his successor.
Elisha has become his devoted servant. Ahab is dead, and Israel’s kingship has continued to
deteriorate.
The rst-born son receives a double portion of the inheritance.
Questions
1. What seems to be the relationship between Elijah and Elisha as this episode begins? What
details underscore their bond?
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2. What earlier story does v. 8 recall? What might that suggest?

3. What does Elisha ask for from Elijah? Will he receive it?
4. What do the details of vss. 11-14 (the cry, “Father, father!”, the chariots of re, the mantle, the
parting of the water) tell us about Elijah’s special relationship to God, and about Elisha’s new
position after he is gone?
If you have time
--Read more of the story of Elijah, beginning with ch. 17 and ending with II Kings 2: 12.
I Kings 19: 15-16, 19-21
Questions
1. What does God demand of Elijah now? How would you describe his role? Is this what you
expect of a prophet, especially one who will become a foreteller of Christ?
2. The NRSV interprets Elijah’s words in v. 20 as “Go, and return to me, for I have done
something very important to you.” What has he done? Are there any other calls in Scripture that
this one reminds you of, or is it unique?
Galatians 5: 1, 13-25 (and read vs. 2-12)
For your information
Here Paul makes the argument against circumcision which we have seen in many places. The
context is a question which was urgently important at the time: can one become a Christian
without rst being a Jew? Many Jewish Christians, including some who proselytized in the same
places that Paul did, believed that Gentiles must take on all the practices of orthodox Judaism,
including circumcision, before baptism.
Questions
1. For Paul, what is the connection between circumcision and slavery? Why does he make that
extreme statement in v. 2? What is his tone here, and through v. 12? Why do you think he talks
like this? Do you consider that tone helpful for the Galatians, or for us?
2. What particular sort of freedom is offered through Christ, in Paul’s understanding? What sort
of freedom is not OK? What paradoxical sort of “slavery” also comes through Christ (v. 13)?
Have you felt yourself either “freed” or “enslaved” in these ways?
3. What are the fruits of the esh, according to Paul? the fruits of the Spirit? What do you think
“ esh” means in this context? Would you want to modify his list at all?
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Luke 9: 51-62

For your information
It is still early in Jesus' ministry, but already Luke is emphasizing that Jerusalem is the inevitable,
essential end of the journey. Everything from now on will lead there.
Only a little is known about the Samaritans. Once they had been part of the people of Israel, but
they had become separated for several reasons--partly, perhaps, their tribal origins, but also their
focus on Mount Gerizim instead of Jerusalem as God's holy center. They would not normally
have helped pilgrims headed for Jerusalem. Jews considered them unclean; a "good Jew" did not
associate with Samaritans.
Questions
1. Why do you think Luke chooses to begin the Jerusalem journey with the Samaritan episode?
What does James' and John's offer (v. 54) show about their attitude at this time? How do they
seem to understand their role? their mission? Who would be their equivalent in our culture?
2. Burying one's father was a profoundly holy obligation for a Jewish son. How do Jesus' words
(v. 60) strike you? How would you characterize his statements/demands in vs. 57-62? How do
they de ne the terms of the journey? Do you think they apply to us as well?
3. What have the disciples learned by now? What have they not learned? What state do they
seem to be in?
4. What do you think is the connection between v. 58 and the two encounters that follow? Do
you see discipleship this way? Have you ever found yourself having to make such choices?
If you have time
--Compare v. 62 to Gen 19: 15-16. What is the principle here? Do you nd it merciless, or what?
--Consider how this passage is related to the previous events in the same chapter: the rst
expedition of the Twelve and its aftermath (vss. 1-11), the feeding of the multitudes (vss. 12-17),
Peter’s claim about Jesus’ identity and Jesus’ words about the fate of the Son of Man (vss.
18-24), the Trans guration (vss. 28-36). It’s a packed chapter. What’s going on here?
--Read chapter 4 of John’s Gospel for an encounter between Jesus and a Samaritan woman. How
does this incident add to our sense of who Jesus was?
Proper 9: July 3
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II Kings 5: 1-14
Ps 30
or Isaiah 66: 10-14
Ps 66: 1-8
Galatians 6: (1-6) 7-16

Luke 10: 1-11, 16-20
II Kings 5: 1-14
For your information

The two books of Kings (originally one book) tell the stories of the kings of Israel after David,
with particular emphasis on how they kept God and the Temple at Israel’s center, or (more often)
did not. We witness the gradual apostasy and erosion of Israel, with various prophets (especially
the greatest of these early ones, Elijah, and his successor, Elisha) calling the nation and its rulers
to account.
We are not told the names of either the king of Israel or the king of Aram at this time, but
apparently the Arameans were more powerful.
Questions
1. What is the plight of the king of Aram? Who suggests a solution? What is the role of Naaman,
the Aramean army commander?
2. What is the reaction of Israel’s king to the Aramean king’s request? Why? What is Elisha’s
response? Why?
3. What cure does Elisha propose? Why is it not acceptable to the king of Aram? How is his
mind changed?
4. What are the various levels of power and authority in this story? What are the levels of
wisdom? What prevents some characters from being wise? Whose wisdom prevails, and how?
What might we learn from this, about hierarchies and about ourselves?
Isaiah 66: 10-14
For your information
This passage is thought to be from "Trito-Isaiah," the third segment of the book of Isaiah, written
not by him but by his later disciples. The content of "Deutero-Isaiah" (ch. 40-55) suggests that it
was written during the Babylonian exile, when Jerusalem and its Temple had been destroyed.
This section shows the city (probably including the Temple) restored; but the rst Isaiah's
warnings about corruption among Temple-based authorities may be a reason why it is now
Jerusalem, not the Temple per se, that is God's holy center.
Questions
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1. According to this reading, what is now to be the relationship between God and Jerusalem?
between Jerusalem and God's people? What images are used for each? What sort of God is this?
Does the welcome seem exclusive, or inclusive?

If you have time
--Compare this passage with Isaiah 40: 1-11, the beginning of the Book of Consolation, which
proclaims that the exile is nearly ended.
Galatians 6: (1-6) 7-16
For your information
Paul is continuing this letter's theme of the role of Jewish law and its transcendence in Christ.
Here he develops the theme, in order to clarify further the special sort of freedom given to
Christians and what its fruits should be.
Vss. 7-16 depend heavily on distinguishing between “ esh” and “spirit,” one of Paul’s central
subjects in this letter. It’s a division that is important in Greek culture, and re ected in the Greek
language, the common language around the Mediterranean at that time. Over many centuries, it
led the Church to all sorts of condemnation of “the esh” and rejection of sensuous pleasures.
But the Hebrew language, Paul’s native tongue, made no such division. For Jews, the rich and
luscious things of the creation were God’s abundant gifts, to be savored with gratitude. Paul is
well aware of this tension and often addresses it, struggling with the language.
As v. 11 implies, Paul’s letters were usually dictated to a scribe.
Questions
1. How does Paul instruct Christians to treat sinners? On what grounds? What would it mean for
us to do the same?
2. What does it mean to “bear one another’s burdens”? How does this “ful ll the law of Christ”?
What law? How can we “test [our] own work”? Does v. 5 contradict v. 2?
3. What obligation does v. 6 prescribe toward one’s teachers?
4. In vss. 7-10, how does Paul sum up the nature of Christian labor? What does he seem to mean
by sowing “to your own esh”? by sowing “to the Spirit”? Do you agree that we “reap whatever
[we] sow”? What is your evidence?
5. What is the issue in vss. 11-16? Who are the people referred to in v. 12, what is their argument,
and what motive does Paul infer? What does this con ict have to do with what should be our
“cause for pride” (v. 4), our reason to “boast” (v. 14)? How exactly has the event of the cross
changed Paul, and (implicitly) every other baptized Christian? How do you understand the
radical force of that moment? According to Paul, why is circumcision no longer necessary? What
is “a new creation”? How does this con ict apply to us?
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Luke 10: 1-12, 16-20

For your information
The large number of disciples cited in Luke may recall the table of the nations of the world in
Gen. 10, where 70 (or 72, in another text) nations are referred to. Luke may be underscoring the
universality of this mission.
Jewish law (Deut. 19: 15) required two witnesses to attest to the truth in every case.
The sin of Sodom (v. 12) seems here to be identi ed as lack of hospitality to strangers, a major
obligation in Middle East culture--not homosexual activity per se, as is often alleged. (See Gen.
19.)
Questions
1. In addition to the law noted above, what other reasons can you see for doing mission in pairs?
Is this advice that you try to follow?
2. Why do you think Jesus sent his missionaries into places ahead of him? (See 9: 26.)
3. What might be the implications of the image, "like lambs into the midst of wolves"? Have you
ever found yourself in that role?
4. Why would these missionaries be told to travel light? to "greet no one on the road" (ordinarily,
a serious breach of etiquette)?
5. How are the missionaries to treat those who welcome them? those who reject them? Does this
behavior toward the inhospitable sound like Christian mercy, or what?
6. What results do the missionaries report from their rst journey? Do all missionary journeys
end this way? What is Jesus' advice/warning about how to understand their success?
Proper 10: July 10
Amos 7: 7-1Ps 82
or Deut 30: 9-14
Ps 25: 1-9
Col 1: 1-14
Lk 10: 25-37
Amos 7: 7-17 (and read vss. 1-6)
For your information
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Amos was “a dresser of sycamore trees,” raised in the Southern Kingdom (Judea) but called to
prophesy to the royal court at Bethel, in the Northern Kingdom—unlike most prophets, who

spoke to their own people. His forceful preaching earned him the enmity of powerful people,
who had been enjoying an unprecedented period of peace and stability under King Jeroboam. He
denounced Israel’s military habits, injustice, immorality and shallow religious observance rather
than true delity, and warned of punishment to come. Amaziah is the of cial court prophet in
Bethel.
Questions
1. What is God’s rst intention toward unfaithful Israel? How does Amos change God’s mind?
What does God decide to do instead? What is a “plumb line,” and how might it be an ironic
ful llment of God’s promise not to abandon Israel? Do you recognize any sort of “plumb line” in
our time, or in your life?
2. How are Amos’s warnings received at court? What sort of prophet does Amaziah seem to be?
How does Amos respond to his censure? What is to be Israel’s punishment? How can this fate
show God’s faithfulness?
Deut 30: 9-14
For your information
This passage comes from a service of covenant renewal, for which Moses gathered the Israelites
shortly before they entered the Promised Land. He already knew that God would not allow him
to enter with them; the leadership was to pass to Joshua. Here he reminds his people of God's
promises, and the obligations which go with them, as revealed at Sinai. The book of
Deuteronomy is the fth and nal section of the "Book of the Law," otherwise known as the
Torah, which stands at the center of Israel's Holy Scripture. An old story says that a copy of
Deuteronomy was found in the ruins of the temple in King Josiah's time, and used as an
organizing core for the 7th century BCE uni cation and reform of the whole people.
Questions
1. Exactly what are the terms of the Mosaic covenant, as presented here? According to v. 10,
what is the connection between obedience to God's "commandments and decrees" and
wholehearted love of God? Is this the way you understand obedience?
2. In vs. 11-14, Moses insists on the immediacy and simplicity of God's commandment; "the
word is very near to you; it is in your mouth and in your heart for you to observe." How would
you paraphrase this line? Do you nd it to be true? If so, how have you experienced it?
If you have time
--Read all of ch. 29-32:47, for a full account of this pivotal scene in Israel's history and Moses'
poignant farewell.
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Col 1: 1-14

For your information
Colossae is a town in Asia Minor; the church there was probably founded by Epaphras, but Paul
and/or his companions would have been in communication with its people. There is some reason
to think that this letter was written not by Paul himself but by a companion using his name and
authority.
Questions
1. As usual, this letter begins with celebration of the virtues of the Colossian church. What does
the writer praise? What is “the hope laid up for you in heaven,” and how might it make the love
shown in this community possible? If the author were to write to our community at Good
Shepherd, what might he say in his greeting to sum up who we are?
2. What does the writer intend to pray for on behalf of this community? Is there any implication
that these things are particularly needed there? Would we welcome such prayers for us?
3. The writer says in v. 13 that Christ "has rescued us from the power of darkness." What,
speci cally, do you think he means? Have you witnessed or experienced anything that might be a
result of this "rescue"?
Lk 10: 25-37
For your information
Since Jewish law made no distinction between religious and "secular" law, a lawyer would be
keenly interested in Jesus' interpretation of God's law, especially with regard to the ultimate
question presented here. In context, he may be questioning the role of the law in what the
missionaries are preaching. As usual, Jesus answers a question with a question.
V. 27 shows Jesus drawing on two lines from Torah: Deut. 6: 4-5 and Lev. 19: 18.
Jewish culture severely restricted the concept of "neighbor." Rules of purity and impurity, honor
and shame, etc. greatly limited the number of those for whom one might be expected to show
concern.
"Justify himself" (v. 29): show that he is righteous, acceptable to God.
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Only a little is known about the Samaritans. Once they had been part of the people of Israel, but
they had become separated for several reasons--partly, perhaps, their tribal origins, but also their
focus on Mount Gerizim instead of Jerusalem as God's holy center. They would not normally
have helped pilgrims headed for Jerusalem. Jews considered them unclean; a "good Jew" did not
associate with Samaritans.

A priest represents "the highest religious leadership among the Jews" (NRSV); a Levite is his
close lay associate.
A denarius is about a day's pay for a laborer.
Questions
1. What details show the contrast between the "good Jews'" response and that of the Samaritan?
2. What does this story suggest about the place of "outsiders" in God's community?
3. What do you think is the lawyer's reaction to this story? Does he seem to learn anything? If so,
what?
4. Do you see any reason why the Samaritan issue begins the Jerusalem journey (9: 53 ff.) and
then is raised again here?
Proper 11: July 17
Amos 8: 1-12
Ps 52
or Gen 18: 1-10a
Ps 15
Colossians 1: 15-28
Luke 10: 38-42
Amos 8: 1-12
For your information
This vision depends on a pun, in Hebrew, a language where puns were understood to carry
important connections. The words for “end-of-the-season (summer) fruit” and “end” are almost
the same.
1. Again, God says of his people Israel, “I will never again pass them by.” Is this necessarily
good news? What does God mean?
2. What is the character of the offenders described in vss. 4-6? What have they made of religious
observance?
3. What particular punishments does God promise? Which are the worst, for you?
4. What is the longing described in v. 12? Why is it so devastating?
Gen 18: 1-10a

For your information
Mamre was a sacred place, near Hebron, where Abraham built an altar.
Note that Abraham's warm welcome to these travelers comes before there is any evidence of
their special identity. This generous hospitality was considered a moral and spiritual obligation in
that bleak, nomadic part of the world, where lives might depend on the care offered to strangers.
Barrenness was seen as a particular tragedy in a culture where "Be fruitful and multiply" was one
of God's central commands. It was especially devastating, and bewildering for this couple, since
God had promised Abraham that his descendants would be as numerous as "the stars in the sky."
Questions
1. The travelers are sometimes three, sometimes one. What do you think is going on here?
2. After Abraham's digni ed, ceremonial welcome, we are given a picture of Sarah
eavesdropping behind the door! What is her reaction to the prophecy, and why? How does this
little vignette (vss. 10b-15) affect our sense of the story and of God's nature? (The name of the
son to be born--"Isaac"--means "he laughs.")
If you have time
--Read I Sam. 1 and Luke 1: 5-25 for two other accounts of barren women who become pregnant
as a result of God's favor.
Colossians 1: 15-28
For your information
The writer continues to explain what Jesus' death and resurrection have accomplished. Note the
emphasis on "his eshly body," which underscores the force of the Incarnation for all (embodied)
human beings. (By this time, some "false teachers" were denying that God could have become
fully human; they saw this as a shocking notion.) Then, in v. 24, the writer moves on to his body
in another sense: the Church.
"Christ's af ictions" (v. 24) probably means "af ictions suffered for Christ's sake," rather than
suggesting that anything might have been lacking in Christ's own suffering.
The "high Christology" evident in 1: 15-20 suggests a late date of composition, maybe even as
late as 70-80 CE. Though Colossae’s new little church seems to have been faithful in many ways,
it was constantly threatened by the mix of many religions which swirled around the
Mediterranean.
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A repeated theme in Colossians is the triad of faith, hope and love. Sometimes it is interwoven
with another triad: wisdom, knowledge, and understanding.

Questions
1. In this lavish description, who does the writer claim that Jesus Christ is, image by image?
What does each one mean to you? How would you explain their meaning to someone with no
knowledge of him? What does it mean that God made peace “through the blood of his cross”?
Do you understand Christ this way?
2. After all that positive language, the writer turns in v. 21 to something else. What situation in
Colossae does he seem to be addressing? How do the previous sections of this letter prepare for
this shift? What is said here to be the connection between what Jesus has already done for us and
our ability to keep on claiming it (vs. 21-23)?
3. What “hope” has been proclaimed? What could it mean that the gospel (good news) "has been
proclaimed to every creature under heaven"? What does it have to do with the Colossians? How
can they take advantage of it? How does this apply to us?
4 What does it mean that Paul has become a servant of that gospel? How could we become its
servants?
Luke 10: 38-42
For your information
Jesus is doing several irregular things here. He is alone with a woman not his relative; and he
teaches a woman in her own home.
Sitting at the Lord's feet is the posture of a disciple.
Questions
1. What is the difference between Mary's behavior and Martha's? between Mary's (apparent)
attitude and Martha's? Which one is more like you?
2. What is Jesus' response to Martha's complaint? Does he think it is justi ed? Why or why not?
What might be Jesus' tone of voice as he speaks to Martha? How do you think she feels
afterward?
3. What might be the "many things" that distract Martha? What do they distract her from?
Doesn't hospitality--a strong obligation--require a lot of effort (see the passage from Genesis,
above)? What might be the "one thing" that is necessary? What is the "better part" that Mary has
chosen? What are the things that distract you, from what, and how might that change?
4. Why do you think the reading from Genesis was chosen to go with this one?
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If you have time

--Read John 11: 1-44, for another view of these sisters. Is it a consistent picture?
Proper 12: July 24
Hos 1: 2-10
or Gen 18: 20-32
Col 2: 6-15 (16-19)
Luke 11: 1-13
Hos 1: 2-10
For your information
Hosea seems to have been a prophet in the last days of “Israel,” the Northern Kingdom after its
separation from Judah, during the prosperous reign of King Jeroboam and the disasters that
followed it, including conquest by the Assyrians (c. 750-732 BCE).
Questions
1. Why does God instruct Hosea to marry Gomer, a prostitute? How do the names of their
children re ect God’s attitude toward Israel? What are the implications of v. 9?
2. After such a start, what is promised in vss. 7 and 10? What sort of God is this?
Gen 18: 20-32
For your information

This passage immediately follows last week’s. Lot is Abraham's nephew, and has traveled with
him for many years, from their homeland in Haran.
Again, the author speaks of "the men" and then of "the Lord," who sometimes seems to separate
himself out from the others.
Questions
1. According to vss. 16-19, what does the Lord have in mind for Abraham? Why does he decide
to tell him about the intended fate of Sodom and Gomorrah? What does this decision imply about
their relationship from now on?
2. In 18: 2, Abraham bows down to the ground before his guests. In 18: 22, Abraham "remain[s]
standing before the Lord." What do you make of this?
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3. What is Abraham's argument in 23-32? How would you describe the way he presents it? What
does it show about him--and about the Lord?

If you have time
--Read Exodus 32: 1-14 for another example of a human being who persuades God not to act
with the full force of his anger.
--Read Gen. 19 to complete the dramatic story of Sodom and Gomorrah and its aftermath. Where
is conventional morality--simple right and wrong--in this tale? What are we to make of it?
Colossians 2: 6-15 (16-19)
For your information
Here the Colossians are speci cally warned against the many false teachings that come at them
from all sides. Nothing else is necessary, says the writer; Christ is the embodiment of "the whole
fullness of deity."
Paul and his writings are known for the tension between the "already" of our faith--what has
already been accomplished through Christ--and the "not yet"--what is still a goal or a hope for us.
Questions
1. Once again, esh and spirit are contrasted. We have just been told that Christ's bodily death
was what cleansed us. What might it mean then to be "circumcised with a spiritual
circumcision," to put off "the body of the esh," to be "buried with him in baptism" (cf. BCP p.
306)?
2. According to this segment, what exactly has already been accomplished and how? What does
it mean to you that the record of our trespasses has been nailed to the cross? How does this free
us? What does it ask of us, if anything?
Luke 11: 1-13
For your information
Luke's Gospel has been called "a primer on prayer," since more than any of the others it shows
Jesus praying at critically important moments. This version of what we know as the Lord's
Prayer is shorter than Matthew's (Mt. 6: 9-13), mostly because of the doxology Matthew includes
at the end.
"Temptation" or "the time of trial" was not thought of as character-building. It was always to be
avoided if possible.
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Questions

1. This is apparently a very simple prayer. Spend a little time meditating on each line, imagining
what exactly would change if it were to be ful lled. Does it cover everything? If not, what would
you add?
2. In v. 4, we are to say that we forgive all who are indebted to us. Is this wishful thinking, or
what?
3. Vs. 5-8 have to do with how to get one's prayers answered. What is Jesus' advice? Are you
surprised?
4. Vs. 9-13 continue Jesus' words about the power of prayer. Many people through the ages have
taken it literally, and felt betrayed when their prayers were not answered. Do you nd what he
says to be true? When you pray for something, do you receive it? Do you nd what you search
for? When you knock, does the door open? If not, what is Jesus talking about?
5. Is there anything about this prayer that is speci cally Christian?
6. Why do you think the rst reading was chosen to go with this one?
If you have time
--Compare vs. 5-8 with Lk. 18: 1-8. Any similarities?
Proper 13: July 30
Hos 11: 1-11
Ps 107: 1-9, 43
or Ecclesiastes 1: 2, 12-14; 2: 18-23
Ps 49: 1-11
Col 3: 1-11
Lk 12: 13-21
Hos 11: 1-11
The prophet Hosea was commanded by God to marry a prostitute. He continued to love and be
faithful to her in spite of her in delities. Their marriage became a metaphor for God’s
relationship with Israel. Here God is speaking about their history together. ”Ephraim” is Israel.
Questions
1. What are the details of their history that God recalls in this passage? What are the good parts,
and the times of betrayal? How did God continue to treat Israel?
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2. How does God seem to change his mind, in v. 5? What are God’s reasons? What other
examples can you remember of God’s doing this?

Ecclesiastes 1: 2, 12-14; 2: 18-23
For your information
The title, "Ecclesiastes" comes from a Greek word, "ecclesia," meaning "congregation" or
"assembly." Apparently the author was the leader of such a group, but not (as the opening says)
either a preacher or the son of David (i.e. Solomon). The book's style suggests a date as late as
300 BCE; it is similar to the Mishnah, "the part of the Talmud that contains laws and regulations"
(NRSV).
Questions
1. What speci c parts of his life does the writer now consider to be vanity? Why? Do you see
parts of your life this way?
2. How would you describe the tone of this passage? What sort of context might lead someone to
speak this way?
Col 3: 1-11 (and read 12-17)
For your information
Lists of vices and virtues were common in Hellenistic philosophical writing, and appear in many
of the NT epistles. The rst list of sins here seems to include sins of the body and passions, the
second those of the mind.
Questions
1. Vss. 1-4 sum up the implications of being “raised with Christ.” What difference does it make
for us?
2. The imagery of shedding and donning clothing is used here to describe the transformation of
baptism. If the old ways have already been shed, how do you explain the fact that the same old
sins keep turning up?
3. Verse 11 contains what one NT scholar calls the "baptismal reuni cation formula," which
appears also in Gal. 3: 28, 1 Cor. 12: 13, Gal. 6: 15, I Cor. 15: 28, and Eph. 1: 23. Consider its
claims one by one. How would each of them have radically affected the culture of that time? Do
they sound radical today? What categories might we substitute in our time?
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4. How might Jesus be seen as an example of the virtues named in v. 12? Do all of them t him?
Which of them is a challenge to you? What behavior is prescribed for Christians, and what does
it have to do with Christ? Can you/do you follow these instructions?
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3. How does God change yet again? What makes God relent? What does God hope will be the
nal resolution? Why might that happen? What sort of God do we see in this passage?

If you have time
--Compare the other contexts in which the "baptismal reuni cation formula" occurs. Why do you
think it appears so often?
Lk 12: 13-21
For your information
Ordinarily the formula for sons' inheritance was xed; the eldest received twice what the
younger ones did.
Questions
1. What is Jesus' point in his response to the request of v. 13? Why is he so abrupt?
2. This so-called "parable of the rich fool" has a very harsh conclusion (v. 20). What accounts for
this man's being reprimanded so severely? Isn't he just making preparations for a comfortable
retirement?
3. What does it mean to be "rich toward God" (v. 21)?
4. Why do you think the rst reading was put with this one? What matches? What doesn't?
Proper 14: August 7
Isaiah 1: 1, 10-20
Ps 50: 1-8, 23-24
or Gen 15: 1-6
Ps 33: 12-22
Heb 11: 1-3, 8-16
Lk 12: 32-40
Isaiah 1: 1, 10-20
For your information
Isaiah was a prophet to Judah and Jerusalem during the period 742-701 BCE, while the Northern
Kingdom (called “Israel” after the split) was annexed to the Assyrian empire. It was a time of
great unease, as Judah feared the same fate.
Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed because of rampant immorality, especially their vicious
treatment of strangers (see Gen 18).
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Questions

1. In comparing Judah to Sodom and Gomorrah, what does Isaiah suggest about their present
state and their probable fate? What has Judah been substituting for faithful behavior, who has
been hurt, and what does God think of that? What might be a present-day analogy?
2. What does God intend as a punishment? What commands and what promises immediately
follow? Are the commands dif cult? What seems to be God’s particular concern? What will be
the result of obedience? What sort of relationship between God and Israel do you hear in these
words? What do they say to us?
Gen 15: 1-6
For your information
"Abram" is Abraham before God renames him. Here is the rst of many chapters in the story of
Abraham's struggle to have an heir. (Eliezer seems to be a slave whom he has adopted.) It comes
just after Abram and his 318 longtime "trained men" have scored a large victory over enemy
kings, and a Canaanite priest, Melchizedek, has blessed him. The Jewish people will later call
themselves "children of Abraham."
"Righteousness" means "in a right relationship with God."
Questions
1. What does this story (especially v. 2a) tell us about the importance of children in Israelite
families? What does this conversation add to our understanding of the relationship between
Abraham and God?
If you have time
--Read Gen 11: 31-14: 24 for the early years of the man whom all Israel will call "Father
Abraham." What sort of person is this? What marks him for greatness?
--Read Deut 26: 1-10 for the words of the story by which the people of Israel are to identify
themselves--to the Canaanite priest in the Promised Land, and ever after as well. Can you nd
Abraham in it?
--Read Romans 4 to see how Paul uses this incident to assure the Romans of their inclusion by
God, even though they are not Jews.
Heb 11: 1-3, 8-16 (and read 4-7)
For your information
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Hebrews is an anonymous letter, written probably in the generation after the apostles, when
many Christians had already suffered much abuse for their faith. It encourages them to stay

faithful to the promise of salvation in Christ. This passage expands on the role of faith in
remaining hopeful.
Questions
1. Paraphrase the de nition of faith in v. 1. How does it t your own life and experience?
2. What does v. 2 tell us about the relationship between creation and what preceded it? What
does this have to do with faith?
3. According to the writer, how was faith visible in Abel, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Sarah? How is
faith visible in the faithful people you know? in yourself?
4. What is the connection suggested here between the ful llment of God's promises and the sense
of being "strangers and foreigners on the earth"? Do you have a sense of not being at home in
this life, of "seeking a homeland"?
If you have time
--Read the stories of Cain and Abel (Gen. 4: 3-10), Enoch (Gen. 5: 21-24), Noah (Gen. 6: 13-22).
Do you agree with the writer's interpretations of them? Are there other biblical gures you would
add to his list?
Lk 12: 32-40
For your information
"Little ock" would have referred originally to Jesus' small, beleaguered group of disciples, then
to members of the tiny churches that Luke would have seen on his journeys with Paul.
This passage includes an image of the "messianic banquet" which will occur at the end of the
age.
Questions
1. Are we at Good Shepherd a "little ock" in the sense that Jesus means here? Do all his words
apply to us?
2. What sort of purses do not wear out? How can we make such purses for ourselves?
3. Do you agree that "where your treasure is, there your heart will be also"? What evidence of
this have you seen, in yourself and others? in our culture?
4. Do you consider yourself to be "dressed for action"? If not, what would you need to change?
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5. What connections do you see between this reading and the rst one? the second?

Proper 15: August 14
Is 5: 1-7
Ps 80: 1-2, 8-18
or Jer 23: 23-29
Ps 82
Heb 11: 29-12: 2
Lk 12: 49-56
Is 5: 1-7
For your information
This passage is a parable in the form of a love song, like one that might have been written at the
time of a festival. It invites the listeners into a story which they are then required to interpret.
“Wild” grapes are more accurately grapes from a plant rotten at the root.
Questions
1. Who is the speaker at each point? (It changes.) In the terms of the story, what is the
relationship between the beloved and his vineyard at rst? How does that change?
2. Who is the “I,” and what challenging questions does he ask Jerusalem/Judah? What implicit
answers would they be forced to give?
3. What does the “I” intend to do as a result? Does it seem justi ed?
4. How does the speaker explain the parable in v. 7? What is the “cry”? What sort of God is
evident in this parable? How does it apply to us?
Jer 23: 23-29
For your information
This passage comes in the midst of a diatribe against false prophets and their role in the downfall
and defeat of Jerusalem. Baal is a Canaanite god; his cult was seen as a constant seduction to
Israel.
Questions
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1. Do you recognize the tendency to think that God is "far off" and not "near by"? What does
God say about that here? What are the consequences of that tendency, in your experience?

2. Do you know of any "false prophets"? How can we recognize them? Have you ever rejected a
prophet as "false" who proved to be true, or believed one to be true who proved false? How did
you come to recognize your mistake? What is intended by the comparison of straw and wheat?
How is God's word like a re? a hammer?
Heb 11: 29-12: 2
For your information
This passage continues to develop the theme of faith’s power in the face of adversity. The writer
draws on some of the best-known OT stories for his examples: the parting of the Red Sea (Ex 14:
21-31,) the fall of Jericho and the role of the prostitute Rahab in helping it to happen (Joshua 2,
6).
Questions
1. In vss. 32-38, the writer gives a long list of what faith has accomplished, but without speci cs
—probably on the assumption that his audience would immediately know the references. How
many can you identify?
2. In vss. 39-40, what might the writer mean by “what was promised” but not yet given to all
those heroes and martyrs of the past (the “witnesses” of ch. 11)?
3. According to this writer, what brought our faith to perfection? How?
Lk 12: 49-56
For your information
This passage recalls Luke 3: 16, in which John the Baptist describes the baptism Jesus comes to
bring.
Questions
1. What is Jesus' response to the expectation that he will "bring peace on earth"? What later
history might bear out his prediction of what he would bring instead? Why did he have this
effect? What then does it mean to call him the "Prince of Peace"? Does he cause peace in your
life, or division?
2. Jesus is very severe toward those who fail to "interpret the present time." What do you think
would have been the signs they failed to read? Why would they miss or ignore them? Do you
think he would accuse us of the same thing?
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3. What connections do you see among these three passages? Do you see any changes in tone as
the weeks after Pentecost go on?

Proper 16: August 21
Jer 1: 4-10
Ps 71: 1-6
or Isaiah 58: 9b-14
Ps 103: 1-8
Heb 12: 18-29
Lk 13: 10-17
Jer 1: 4-10
For your information
The prophet Jeremiah’s ministry began around 627 BCE; he died in Egypt sometime after 587.
He spoke to the leaders and people of the Southern Kingdom (Judah and Jerusalem) at a time of
widespread faithlessness, injustice and unease. His warnings were not heeded, and he suffered
opposition and punishment. His life overlapped the Babylonian exile.
Questions
1. What authority does Jeremiah claim for his words? How does he describe the origin of his
vocation? Are we all formed and called in that way?
2. In Hebrew Scripture, calls to prophets are always met with their protests, reasons why that
person believes himself to be wrong for the job. What is Jeremiah’s protest? How does God
respond?
3. What work does God assign to Jeremiah? What exactly might those general statements mean?
Do they t any prophet, at any time?
Isaiah 58: 9b-14
For your information
This passage comes from one of Isaiah’s disciples, at a time when Israel was beginning to
anticipate her restoration.
:
Questions
1. What is the basic promise made on God’s behalf in v. 9b?
2. This passage has an “if…then” pattern. What are the “if” conditions? What seem to be God’s
particular concerns? What are the “then” rewards for Israel’s obedience? Which ones are
particularly important to you? Which seem most to apply to us?
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Heb 12: 18-29

Questions
1. What scene is being described in vss. 18-21? What is the nature of the covenant which it
initiates? Is this your image of how God is likely to appear?
2. What is the nature of the “new covenant” presented in vss. 18-24? What is the “sprinkled
blood,” and what word does it speak, as opposed to “the blood of Abel”?
3. Why do you think the voice promises to shake both earth and heaven once again? What must
be removed by this shaking? What will remain?
Lk 13: 10-17
For your information
Luke’s Gospel often shows Jesus as teacher, speaking with authority in synagogues and likely to
be in disagreement with local religious leaders.
“The woman bent over” is absent from the former Lectionary. In recent years, she has become an
emblem of the plight of women, then and recently, and its transformation by healing, spiritual or
civil.
Despite the implication of this passage, curing the sick was understood to be an appropriate use
of Sabbath time.
Questions
1. This woman has been “bent over” for a long time. Is there any hint that her condition may be
symbolic as well as literal?
2. What argument does “the leader of the synagogue” make against Jesus’ healing action? How
does Jesus respond? How does his imagery of “bondage” and “freedom” connect with the sort of
kingdom he is proclaiming? What is the importance of his calling the woman “a daughter of
Abraham”?
3. What does this story suggest the Sabbath is for? What is the spirit of the Sabbath, and how
might we observe it?
Proper 17: August 28
Jer 2: 4-13
Ps 81: 1, 10-16
or Sirach 10: 12-18
or Prov 25: 6-7
Ps 112

Heb 13: 1-8, 15-16
Lk 14: 1, 7-14
Jer 2: 4-13
For your information
The Book of Jeremiah is a sometimes perplexing, even apparently random assemblage of materials.
Jeremiah is often calling Israel/Judah to account, and warning of punishment to come, but the warnings
are mixed in with God’s loving promises and eve with Israel’s apparent full repentance.
Cyprus represents the far western boundary, Kedar the far eastern.
Questions
1. What is the relationship between Israel’s central offense (“they went far from me”) and the second
charge (“…became worthless themselves”)? Does the second follow from the first, in your experience?
2. According to vss. 6-7a, what history should have bound Israel to God for all time? What happened
instead?
3. Who is being called upon to witness this apostasy (turning away from God)? What does Jeremiah/God
consider unprecedented about it? How should the witnesses react, and why? What are the “two evils” of v.
13? How might they apply to us?

Sirach ( or Ecclesiasticus, Apocrypha) 10: 12-18
For your information
The teacher Ben Sira (Sirach) wrote down his wisdom sometime before 180 BCE. It seems to
have been well known to the early Christian community, but was excluded from the Jewish
canon. It represents a period when prophets and the inspiration of the Spirit were thought to be
gone from Israel, and “Wisdom literature” emphasized the virtues and practices needed to get
along in a bleak time.
Questions
1. The focus of this passage is the sin of pride, but Sirach says the reverse: “the beginning of
pride is sin.” What might this mean? Why is pride the source of such disaster, so much rage and
punishment from God?
2. If pride and violent rage “were not created for human beings,” were they created for someone
else?
Prov 25: 6-7
For your information

Like Sirach (see above), Proverbs is part of Wisdom literature. It is made up of several
collections, edited over time.
Questions
1. What is the advice given here, and for what reason? Is it in fact “better to be told, ‘Come up
here’” ? Why? What would be one’s motive, and is it a worthy one? How might we apply this
advice?
Heb 13: 1-8, 15-16
For your information
This passage begins the conclusion of the letter to the Hebrews. After speaking at length of the
glory to come, the writer has advice for faithful living in the meantime. Hospitality to strangers
was--and is--a strong imperative in Middle Eastern culture. Those who are in prison or tortured
are likely to be Christians persecuted for their faith.
The Book of Hebrews has built up an image of Jesus Christ as the great high priest, who has
assumed all priestly functions, on behalf of all peoples.
Questions
1. The advice given here is highly selective. Why do you think the writer chose each of these
points to emphasize? How do they speak to the particular challenges of his community? Are they
as relevant today? If so, how?
2. Have you ever "entertained angels without knowing it"? What does this image evoke for you?
3. The "bottom line" of this advice seems to be v. 8. What exactly do you think the author
means? How would you support his statement--or do you disagree?
4. What “priestly function” does Christ have for us according to v. 15? Why do we need him to
do it? What is a “sacri ce of praise,” and how can we make it? What other “sacri ces” are
“pleasing to God, in v. 16? What traditional sacri ces do they replace?
If you have time
--See Gen. 18: 1-8 for the source of v. 2; Josh. 1: 5 for the source of v. 5; Ps. 118: 6 for the source
of v. 6.
Lk 14: 1, 7-14
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For your information

According to Jewish understandings at that time, the poor, crippled, lame and blind were
"unclean," not favored by God. Proper folks were to provide alms for them, but not to come too
close.
Questions
1. There seems to be a considerable degree of "enlightened self-interest" in Jesus' advice here: do
this because it pays off! Is this Jesus' point? How literally does he mean these words, and how
might we obey them?
2. What would the Pharisees, who are "watching him closely," think of his advice, especially
considering that he is a guest in a house where apparently just the opposite is happening? Would
you want such a guest in your house?
Proper 18: Sept. 4
Jer 18: 1-11
Ps 139: 1-5, 12-17
or Deut 30: 15-20
Ps 1
Philemon 1-21
Lk 14: 25-33
Jer 18: 1-11
For your information
Here is another of the various fragments that make up the Book of Jeremiah.
Questions
1. What does Jeremiah observe in the potter’s house? What immediate connection does God
inspire him to make with God’s relationship to Israel? What exactly are the correspondences
between one image and the other?
2. Again we have examples of the “if…then“ statements that appear in Jeremiah. What are
Israel’s choices, and the likely consequences? How can God, who is presumed to be good, be
“shaping evil against you”?
Deut 30: 15-2
For your information
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The "Deuteronomic historian" was the editor who nally drew the rst ve books of Hebrew
Scripture--the Torah--together into one narrative that told Israel's story up to the wanderers' entry
into the Promised Land. He reinterpreted Israel's early history in the light of later experience, and

reaf rmed the covenant made with Moses (cf. Ex. 29: 1) in a way that spoke to the many
centuries of struggle since that time. A major purpose for him was to gather the fragmentary
traditions of Israel's various tribes into one corporate narrative, and to insist on centralized
worship of God; small, scattered shrines were fertile ground for the growth of practices that
re ected the surrounding pagan religions. This passage sums up what's at stake, in Moses'
farewell address to his people. In subsequent ceremonies of covenant renewal, this would have
been the moment in which Israel's vow was focused.
Questions
1. How does Moses explain what it means to "choose life"? to choose death? What will be the
consequences of this choice for the people of Israel?
2. Do you think Jesus would have expressed this choice in the same terms, with the same
consequences? Why, or why not?
3. How might this choice apply to us today? What, speci cally, would re ect our choice of life,
or death? What would be our "other gods"? And since possession of the land is not relevant to us,
what would be at stake for us?
Philemon 1-21
For your information
This letter, the shortest of the generally accepted Pauline letters, is written to a Christian
(Philemon) converted by Paul. Philemon's slave, Onesimus, had left him under circumstances
that are not explained; probably he ran away, and according to the law, might therefore be
severely punished or killed. He had been converted, and had joined Paul's community. As
required by law, Paul now returns him to his owner, but as a different person, deserving different
treatment.
Questions
1. What is Paul's present situation? How does he use it in his argument?
2. How does Paul create a context for his appeal to Philemon? On what basis does he make his
request?
3. What exactly does he want Philemon to do? What responsibility is he willing to assume?
4. What does this letter show about Paul's understanding of what Christians owe to each other?
About what he hopes or believes to be the relationship between his authority and his followers’
choices?
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Lk 14: 25-33

For your information
Lk. 13: 22 has just reminded us of Jesus' inexorable progress toward Jerusalem; again, whatever
happens now must be understood with that in mind.
Questions
1. Verse 26 uses very strong language, and although Jesus is using hyperbole, as he often does,
the point of this verse and v. 27 is strong. As the passage continues, what comparisons does Jesus
use to explain what's at stake and why he's speaking with such apparent harshness?
2. This passage begins with Luke's note that "large crowds were traveling with him." Why is it
important to us to know that? Why might Jesus say these things to a large and apparently
enthusiastic group of followers?
3. Does v. 33 apply to us? Does it apply to everybody? Is there perhaps some category of
faithfulness that does not require us to give up everything, even our families, or is there some
other way of reading these words that is not so literal but demanding in some other way? Is it OK
not to try to "build a tower" when you know you can't nish it? Does v. 32 allow some room for
those of us who want to follow but cannot make such absolute sacri ces--i. e. what might these
"terms of peace" be? What would you want to say to Jesus about all this, if he were to address us
in the same words?
4. What connection do you see between the rst passage, from Deuteronomy, and this one?
Proper 19: Sept. 11
Jer 4: 11-12, 22-28
Ps 14
or Exodus 32: 7-14
Ps 51: 1-11
I Tim 1: 12-17
Lk 15: 1-10
Jer 4: 11-12, 22-28
Questions
1. Often Jeremiah’s voice proclaims God’s anger at Israel and warns of punishment to follow.
But what attitude is in God’s words this time? For what reason? How is this future different from
what God would do?
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2. What is the condition of God’s people according to God, in v. 22? Can one not know how to
do good? How, then, would one learn?

Exodus 32: 7-14 (and read v. 1)
For your information
This passage comes immediately after God has rst given the "tablets of the covenant" to Moses
on Mt. Sinai. Aaron is Moses' brother and " rst lieutenant"; when God called Moses to
leadership and Moses said he couldn't lead because he stuttered, God said that his brother Aaron
could do the talking for him.
God's promise to Abraham (then Abram) is made in Gen. 15: 5-7. It re ects the two imperatives
given to Israel in Genesis: have many children, and take possession of the land.
Questions
1. What picture of the people's capacity for faithfulness do we get in 32: 1? What sort of leader is
Aaron? (See 32: 21-24 for further evidence of his character.) What are the implications for the
future?
2. What is God's reaction to this act of idolatry? What does God resolve to do?
What is the meaning of "stiff-necked people," and how does this phrase t the Israelites? Does it
t us?
3. How exactly does Moses persuade God to "change his mind"? How do you react to the terms
of his argument, and to the concept of God's mind being changed? In what other stories does God
do this? Does Jesus ever change his mind?
4. This story about Moses is often seen as an early foreshadowing of Christ's role between God
and us; Christ is a "new Moses," leading us out of bondage through a wilderness and into a
promised land. If you accept this analogy, what sort of God is implied by this need for an
intercessor, especially as re ected in this conversation?
If you have time
--There is more to this piece of the story. Read Ex. 32: 15-33: 3 for the further consequences of
the Israelites' behavior. Do they deserve what they get? Note Moses' role in this part, and the fact
that he did his mediating before he actually came down from the mountain; if he'd rst gotten a
look at the golden calf, and heard Aaron's excuses, do you think he would still have interceded
with God for the people?
--Compare Ex. 16: 1-21 for the Israelites' rst rebellion against Moses, and God's response. What
sort of God do we see here?
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I Tim 1: 12-17
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3. What results of God’s judgment does Jeremiah prophesy in vss. 23-26? How does God sum up
the impending doom? Do you see any room for hope in God’s words?

For your information
I Timothy is one of the "pastoral letters," written under Paul's name but with some major
differences in style and content. This practice would have been accepted as a way for a loyal
disciple to use Paul's authority in addressing problems in the small churches. The picture given
here of his former life is more starkly stated than in his own letters, though it is similar to that in
Acts 9: 1.
Verse 15 is used in the BCP, as part of the assurance of pardon. (See BCP, p. 332.)
Questions
1. We often hear, "Ignorance [of the law] is no excuse," but [Paul] says here that he acted out of
ignorance, in unbelief, and therefore received mercy. Do you think that's an excuse? Give
examples from your own life, or those of others you've seen. What would Jesus say about this?
Are we now beyond the reach of mercy, because we know and still go wrong? Or does real
understanding always result in obedience?
2. According to the author, what use has God made of Paul's conversion? Do you agree that the
conversion of such an apparently hopeless case has this effect? Have you seen examples?
Lk 15: 1-10
For your information
Tax collectors were particular objects of contempt for observant Jews, because they were Jews
who served the hated Romans, gathering money from the people of Israel to serve the pagan
Empire and its emperor who claimed to be a god. This in-between role made them obviously
"unclean"; of course it also allowed proper Jews to follow the law but avoid contamination.
Because of the ritual importance of meals, one did not invite such people to one's table. That is
why so many stories about Jesus' focus on meals and the people he welcomed to the table. This
setting embodies what Luke sees as the central issue between Jesus and the Pharisees and
scribes: is anyone to be excluded from the feast?
Questions
1. What is the implication of the fact that "all the tax collectors and sinners" were coming to hear
Jesus? Why exactly would the Pharisees and scribes grumble?
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2. How would you characterize the behavior of the man in the rst parable, the woman in the
second, and the father in the story of the prodigal son which immediately follows? Would you
behave the same way in similar circumstances? Would most sensible people do so? Why, or why
not?

3. What then is the point about the nature of God as illustrated in these three stories? Why do you
think that in every case others are invited to join in the rejoicing? Who do you think will accept
the invitation, and who will refuse it?
4. What are the implications of this question for one's ability to take part in the heavenly
banquet? How exactly do we accept or refuse that invitation, in our present lives and for
eternity?

